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The final beer before departure!

5:30am we’ve left CSC. The first taste of sailing by 
night.

Thanks to Ronny (CSC’s Accounts Executive), outbound 
immigration clearing was a piece of cake. Five minutes 
besides our beloved ICA cutter and we had been FREE. 
All incoming foreign barges, heading for immigration 
clearing, had been way behind us.

Starting the 1st long leg of 178nm by sailing right 
besides the traffic separation zone was a good decision. 
Just a few vessels were crossing our way. Even when 
crossing Sisters-, Jurong- and Sinki-Fairway, thanks to 
Nina’s great outlook we were always able to maintain a 
reasonable distance to those huge ships around us. (as 
long as the sun was up…)



When the beautiful sun was setting and we were facing our 
first overnight sail, it was time for dinner. We were very 
happy about a serious meal of “Hungarian Gulash”. Delicious 
and rich with a good amount of fatty beef and pork. At that 
point it turned out that it a good idea to pre-cook a number 
of meals weeks before at home and preserve the meals in 
jars. Grandma’s good old cooking technics!

But when the night came… …OMG

Around 2200hrs, a tug-boat with barge over 200m in length 
were crossing our way. The tug-boat had all lights off and no 
AIS. Just 100m ahead of us the tug-boats captain switched 
on its navigation lights. Luckily Eriphine’s engine started 
immediately and with full throttle we were able to escape 
quickly. 

After this situation dodged, I set the radar to its highest 
sensitivity in order to spot such crazy captains earlier. And 
there are a lot of them, small fishing boats, trawlers, tug-
boats.



With a breathtaking sun rise and an enormous speed a approached 
Port Dickson. 
Admiral Marina is a very luxury place. The connected hotel with its 
fancy pool area can be enjoyed boaters too. Thanks to a friendship 
agreement between CSC and Admiral Marina a member rate for 
berthing was offered. 
Trips to the city were easily organized by Grab-Taxi – don’t even try 
to hitchhike a taxi.
Immigration and Port clearance was one the most friendly 
experiences of the entire trip. Sunday, on a public holiday, over CNY, 
we met the Port Master at the carpark in front of his office, which 
he opened up and processed our case. After the PM called his 
friend, an immigration officer, our passports got stamped 30 
minutes later. Amazing!



Cinema on a boat – Why not? 

Pirates of the Caribbean, Moana, SV 
Delos, on deck we were watching 
these movies we a new pair of eyes.

By exploring the city of Port Dickson 
next day, Nina saw where ginger is 
coming from in “wild life” the first 
time.

I bought this beautiful pineapple 
and experienced 1st time that it 
doesn’t tastes good and 
cockroaches have their home 
between the leaves.

Anyway, Port Dickson is a really cosy
town. Stocking up on fresh food, 
beverages or getting your laundry 
done – no problem. 



In an adequate new vacation outfit, the journey 
continued towards Port Klang.

Anchoring near Port Klang at Pulau Tengah at night 
had a few surprises next morning. We had been 
drifting ½ a mile and the anchors safety rope was 
entangled in the propeller. But, no big deal after 
some knife action on the prop.

Lesson learned: forget the rule of thumb regarding 
length of anchor chain and depth of water. Throw 
out what you have when the sea bed is uneven and 
think twice about the use of a safety rope at the 
anchor when the depth of water is more than the 
length of your boat.

Anyway, the most gorgeous sun rise we had ever 
seen compensated the struggle earlier this morning.



Stoking up on diesel should be the only reason why to enter Royal 
Selangor Yacht Club. And even that is questionable…
The way to RSYC is full of fishing nets which are very difficult to 
spot due to the shire mass of trash in the water. It stinks like hell 
the more one is sailing upstream.
When service team pumped diesel into Eriphine’s tank, the pump’s 
hose broke and lots of diesel were spilled over the boat, the jetty 
and even worse into the water. 
After leaving RSYC north-westwards towards Pulau Pankor, our keel 
touched the soft muddy ground. The moment when we knew; 
“the day can only become better from now on”!

The fraise at RSYC’s office wall should have been a warning to us…



Luckily, the following day sail went on smoothly. And so, we enjoyed the quite trip. (quiet as 
long as the engine was not running )

At the end of this hilarious morning actions, Nina finally found a smile in her face ;).

Only at night we had some problems with the power supply of the diesel’s alternator. So our 
petrol power generator wanted to be used. But next day, I figured out the V-belt at the 
engine became a bit loose. No big deal at the end, new V-belt, 15 minutes installation – full 
power, job done.

The call “Land Ho!” when spotting Pulau Pangkor felt extra sweet when instantaneously 
dreaming of a cold shower, a cold beer and a good meal.

Marina Island is the only leftover marina at Pangkor. Lots of very relaxed people who are 
coming to Marina Island especially for boat works. This marina is focused on boater who 
want to get a job/project done on their boat. Good facilities, reasonable manpower, good 
prices. But be very careful when entering the marina at low tide. Right in front of the 
entrance is a spot with 0.7m of depth. Wait far outside fairway until hightide before crossing 
and entering.

Our day finally ended with a nice drink at the ferry bar.

@Nina: No I haven’t forgot that were running aground again! 



Visit Pankor
Island by 
yourself!
It is beautiful!



Still very 
beautiful!



Two days sailing including a quiet 
overnight sail with a lot fisherman 
we arrived at Pulau Penang. 

The rule that there are no 
fisherman in waters deeper than 
20m is just NOT true. They are 
everywhere. To lookout for their 
nets at night is extremely 
exhausting. 

But thanks to the 1st Maat Nina who 
was handling the boat very well at 
night, the captain was able to rest 
for a while. Great job!

But before the final arrival we had 
to anchor one more night. 
Goodness was that a rocky sleep…



Since the Penang Yacht Club was closed due to 
dredging operations inside the marina we had to 
anchor outside. 

The port master recommended to use our own 
tender boat in order to enter the marina area to 
use the marina’s facilities. I forgot to mention that 
we had a daily breakdown, the breakdown of that 
was our inflatable dinghy. 

In her wise foresight, Nina booked a hotel nearby. 
Cheap, clean, cozy – inside a temple complex. 
WOW!!!

Next morning the dredge worker water taxi 
brought gave me a lift to my boat. Great guys.



Not to forget this stunningly 
illuminated park near the 
temple complex. 
As colourful as candy is 
sweet, but definitely nice.



But one day the time 
for the 1st Maat was 
up.
Nina flew back to 
Germany and I 
continued to 
Langkawi.

Thanks again Nina, 
you had been a great 
company!!!



But the curse of a 
daily breakdown 
continued for a little 
while.

Nina’s backpack 
arrived in Germany a 
day later than her.

I had to shift gears 
with a spatula from 
then on.



Leaving Penang behind and setting 
sail for the second half of the 
adventure. Single handed to 
Langkawi and back to Singapore.

After an exhausting upwind sail with 
x-times tacking, due to fishing stakes  
, nets, fishing boats of all kinds and 
the wind direction of course, I 
spotted an island to anchor. 

But just a few hundred meter before 
my chosen anchor spot at Pulau
Bidan, a tug-boat with all lights off I 
spotted.

My sails were reefed, the engine was 
running – no chance to overrun me.

p.s.: I think it was at Pankor when I 
installed new 20W LED navigation 
lights. Great decision! 



What a beautiful Langkawi is, 
amazing. My recommendation 
rent a motor scooter to explore 
the island! Absolutely stunning 
nature, beautiful.

Even better was actually that TRAVAWE and its crew 
had their berth right besides me at Royal Langkawi 
Yacht Club. After a great time with delicious food and 
even more Captain Morgan, we decided to do the 
return trip to Singapore together.



Another new member followed 
from Langkawi. A new inflatable 
and a maintained outboarder.

Some say they don’t fit to each 
other, I say they fit perfectly.

2.5m boat – 10hp outboarder
with hydrofoil. ☺



Pulau Paya a beautiful nature 
sanctuary.
Anchoring is not allowed, but 
there are at least 2 mooring buoys. 
The buoys are quite close to the 
shore but there is still a reasonable 
depth of water. Absolutely worth 
for a one day stopover and some 
snorkelling activities. But remove 
all fishing equipment from the 
boats deck, otherwise one will 
have some new friends one don’t 
want to have.



Sailing back to Pulau Penang wasn’t a 
big deal. It just took ages due to the 
lack of wind. So, we had still enough 
power for partying. Surprisingly, 
Penang has a lot of good clubs, pubs 
and bars. …and they are cheap! So, be 
aware to wake up with a severe 
hangover!

p.s.: that night my outboarder’s
forward gear had a breakdown 



After a nice day sail, an astonishing sun set and steak 
with Iberico Ham cook while sailing single handed (I’m 

quite a bit proud of that risky action), 

the shit hit the fan.

Travawe maintained a course close to the shore but I 
close to the fairway when Travawe called. 
Travawe: “We have an engine breakdown, can you tow 
us?”
Eriphine: “Sure! Are there fishing nets?”
Travawe: “Everywhere!!!”
After struggling to hoist Travewe’s anchor without 
engine power, we started to move under the power of 
Eriphine’s engine. Much too slow, 2.2 kts only. So we 
decided to hoist our sails – 6.5 freaking knots! Much too 
fast for this situation among all the surrounding fishing 

nets. We had dodge an infinity number of fishing boats 
and their nets, it was impossible to understand the 
beginning and the end of a fishing net, the fishing nets 
were carrying all kind of navigation light colours.It was a 
maze with no end.
Anyway, we kept sailing until 5300hrs until we couldn’t 
find an exit from all this fishing nets. So we anchored for 
a while. 
After the sun rose, we saw we anchored at very end of 
the chain of fishing nets. Damn!
But, better safe than sorry.
Totally tired captain Nedal of Travawe were able to fix 
his engine and his boat was able to continue towards 
Port Dickson. 
But only half of the way was behind us and the wind was 
totally gone when I continued. To be continued…



…continued
Just for fun, it didn’t get better.
No wind at all when I finally continued around noon time. 
Even the fan at the helm didn’t accelerate the speed. 
After catching some drift wood, luckily with some very low 
speed later that day, an unlucky fisherman had a surprise for 
me.
I had been sailing very close to the fairway, against the 
direction of travel. (By purpose)

A fisherman started to lay out his net perpendicular to the 
fairway, right into the fairway.
He tried to catch my keel in order to get some compensation 
after I would have damaged his net. To his surprise, my 
engine was a bit more powerful than his one and I was able 
to escape. But now I had been in the middle of the fairway 
lane against the direction of travel and 3 vessels engaged in 
overtaking actions where about 2 nm ahead of me.
By pure luck, the most outward vessel’s captain replied my 
call when I was warning him about the net. His reply: “Shake 
hands man!”
That was an horner! Anyway, I just surrounded the fishing 
vessel and continued way into the night. 
Besides a race with 2 tug-boats over more than 5 hours at 
night time, the best surprise had a captain of a 3 mast 
schooner for me. When he spotted my navigation lights, 
which were illuminating my sails (20W LED), he switched on 
all his lights around his ship, just to greet me. 5 Minutes, not 
more. Boy, what a moment.
Finally at midnight I arrived the anchorage before Port 
Dickson where Travewe was already waiting.

3 mast-schooner



That time arriving at Port Dickson 
– sorry no time for fancy pictures.
Just a bit sightseeing, celebrating 
the journey of Travawe & Eriphine
and becoming a bit nostalgic about 
the previous miles we sailed 
together. 

What a trip!!! rolling stock engineer 
–

sorry



The End

Nonsense, the shit hit the fan again…



Facing the arrival date in Singapore and the latest time of getting processed by ICA’s 
offshore “office”. (As late as possible, thank you Ronny (CSC’s Accounts Executive)
February 27th I had to leave Admiral Marina / Port Dickson in order to arrive March 
1st in Singapore at angler buoy before 1800hrs. So, no time to waste.
But then the winds died totally. Motor sailing until Pulau Pisar was the only option. 
The journey to the intermediate stopover, took over 20hrs. And finally I lost the 
contact to Travawe. We had to farewell each other via WhatsApp, how sad is that?!
By arriving at Pulau Pisar it was 1100 hrs already, the overnight sail was a piece of 
cake. But my plan to rest for at least 5 hours was destroyed by two bad weather 
fronts, one from the north-east and another one from south-west, and me in 
between. The two deep black cloud systems on port and starboard were telling me 
hoist the anchor as quick as possible and run. As thought as done!

What a pity I couldn’t enjoy that island, birds 
were singing so loud even my camera was 
easily be able to record their sounds.
But after just 2 hours of resting I had to go.



Coast Guard: “You are a foreign ship, you are not allowed to enter the port of Singapore” 
(something like that)
Eriphine quite excited on C16, C09, C06: “(in the correct approach 2/3) This is SV Eriphine, I 
have all documents and certificates onboard. SG Cost Guard is herby permitted to enter SV 
Eriphine in order to check the permission to enter Singapore Port.
Coast Guard: Silence!
This scenario happened 2 times over 30 minutes. (by estimation, my feelings…)
Finally, an illegal Indian container ship without any light, nor IAS passed by in front of me. 
Just 50 meters ahead. FCK! 
Luckily my engine was running already and I was able to runout quickly. AGAIN!
A few minutes later, all available Coast Guard vessels approached the scene. Small boats, 
gun boats, what ever they had. All search lights on, the area was as bright as daylight. Now I 
finally understood, the Coast Guards were not after me, they had been chasing after that 
container ship.  (The vessel on the picture (left bottom) is not that container ship, it just 
shall get an impression how close it feels to enter Singapore Port by night)

After one more day sailing, I 
have reached Singapore port 
limits by night, around 2230hrs.
As implied earlier, the newly 
installed 20W LED navigation 
lights have saved my life.
Early that morning I received a 
general call on C16 & C09 from 
Singapore Coast Guard. 



After 54 hours of constantly sailing and dodging the last obstacle 
on my journey, I finally reached Singapore. Close to MBS. Close to 
lunch time, just a few miles to Angler Buoy. 
But the winds picked up!
Setting home? The winds velocity increased up to 20kts!
…Pfffff…
Finally some wind - finally some speed?!
I had to head down to MBS, 7kts SOG. And again up to the 
separation zone; again down to East Cost Park and the finally 
bearing up to Angler Buoy. 
ICA immigration cleared, CSC at sight and over. 
4 weeks of sailing, the first time on Eriphine. Half time with a 
strong crew member, the other half single handed.
This kind of experiences is what WOMEN & Men is shaping to their 
better!!!!!!!!!!!! 



Resume I
• Sail as close as reasonable to the fairway
• Use all of your anchor chain when anchoring (yes, chain)
• Prepare lots of food in jars (grandma’s way)
• Have a complete workshop onboard (yes, everything)
• Store the main engine spare parts onboard (oil filter, v-belt, 3 times as much as you might expect)
• Electrical power must have 3 alternatives (Diesel engine, solar power, wind turbine, petrol power generator on top)
• Water as much as you can stock up, at least 5L/person a day times half of a day trip to the next shore. (except desert shore, then 

twice as much)
• Ropes as many as reasonable, the longer the better. The thickness and length are important. If a rope is reasonable to be used 

as a spring line, then it can be uses as an anchor rope or safety line too. Too many ropes mess up the boat.
• At least two anchors. (Size is not immediately important) 
• Drift anchors can be made from nearly everything unless you maintain enough length of rope onboard.
• 2 sets of binoculars (night vision function might nice to have)

• Don’t trust anyone at sea, believe in our eyes and mind. If there is a doubt of been right or wrong – you are right!!! But, get 
out!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Nobody cares about you as a sailor.

• Do not trust navigation lights of other vessels.
• Fisherman are honourable people, in most cases. If not, treat them as the deserve. (trash-, net-, rope dumping/TNT fishing/…) call 

the coast guards!!!
• Keep an open mind, think reasonably, think twice. 
• Do early decisions 
• Redo decisions if the previous failed ☺

• Give a shit on Horner when you are the captain! You are responsible!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Resume II
• Beer is important, don’t be as stupid as we were and start without any
• Good music
• Books to listen to when sailing single handed (there will be no time to read books, forget it)
• From canned food remove all paper, but mark with a water prove marker what is in it. (Bug eggs could grow below the 

paper)
• Eat as fatty as you can!!! Don’t even try to live as a vegetarian onboard. I have lost 12kg within 4 weeks, and I had been 

eating as fatty as I could.
• Safety first! (life west, harness, safety rope, life raft, hand held with distress function, EPIRB)
• EPIRB at hand not just on board!!!! (sad side notification, fisherman of the Straight of Malacca often use EPIRB to localize 

their fleets anchor point. EPIRB is useless there.)

Don’t trust me! This trip had been my first offshore single handed sailing trip!!!!

Get up, sail away and do your own journey.




